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An arbitrary (one-sided) subshift X over a finite alphabet Λ with n letters can be naturally endowed with
a partial action θ of the free group Fn with n free generators gλ, (λ ∈ Λ), such that gλ maps x to λx,
where x is an element in X for which λx ∈ X. Naturally g−1

λ removes λ from λx. We call θ the standard
partial action, and it is a starting point to constract a C∗-algebra O∗

X associated with X, as well as an
abstract algbera OKX over an arbitrary field K of characteristic 0. Both OKX and O∗

X are defined in a
fairly similar way: using the standard partial action we construct a partial representation u of Fn into an
appropriate algebra (which depends on whether the case is abstract or C∗) and then define OKX (or O∗

X)
as the subalgebra (respectively, a C∗-subalgebra) generated by u(Fn). Then using a general procedure (see
[4,Proposition 10.1] we obtain a partial action τ of Fn on a commutative subalgebra A and prove that OKX
is isomorphic to the crossed product A oτFn. In the C∗ case (see [3,Theorem 9.5]), due to an amenability
property, O∗

X is isomorphic to both the full and the reduced crossed product: O∗
X
∼= Doτ Fn ∼= Dored

τ Fn,
where D is a commutative C∗-algebra defined in a similar way as A. This gives a possibility to study
algebras related to subshifts using crossed products by partial actions. It turns out that O∗

X is isomorphic
to the C∗-algebra defined by T. M. Carlsen in [1] in a somewhat different way (see [3,Theorem 10.2]). In
particular, if X is a Markov subshift, then O∗

X is isomorphic to the Cuntz-Krieger algebra defined in [2].
The C∗ version is elaborated in the preprint [3], in which, amongst several related results, a criterion is
given for simplicity of O∗

X (see [3,Theorem 14.5]).
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